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Abstract — Induction heating is a famous technology and very
usually used for cooking appliances because of its high-energy
efficiency. This paper presents a practical design procedure for
small induction heating devices. Also, we model the magneto
thermal phenomena of the system by a finite element method
(FEM) to determine the temperature evolution in the bottom of the
pan, taking into account the nonlinearity of the system.

The demand for better quality, safe and less energy
consuming products is rising. Products include rice cookers
and pans. Safe, efficient and quick heating appliances attract
more customers. Induction cooking has become of
widespread use because of some specific features such as
safety, heating speed and efficiency. These are mainly due to
the induction cooking working principle, which is based on
local heating generated by eddy current at the bottom of the
pan. New types of manufacturing processes have made it
possible to obtain multi-layer vessel structures, enjoying a
very efficient heating behavior. The main goal of this
technology is to achieve a uniform cooking temperature and a
high magnetic coupling[5].Beside several advantages there
are still some issues such as high cost and power consumption.
Research efforts up to now have consisted on one hand in
optimizing the induction system, looking for new layouts of
both inductor and vessel[6-10] and, on the other hand, in
optimizing the performance of the power supply
[11-13].Basically a domestic induction appliance consists of a
high frequency (HF) inductor, i.e. a copper Litz wire tape
placed below the cooking surface, and a metallic vessel,
which may be made of different layers of magnetic stainless
steel and highly conductive materials like aluminum or copper.
The power electronic supply consists of ac/dc rectifier, a bus
filter, and a resonant inverter[8]. In resonant inverters
zero-voltage or zero-current switching are attained when the
R-L-C circuit, representing the induction system and the
matching capacitance, is resonating. In this condition power
switching losses are minimized enabling high frequency
operations, with limited size and cost of the device. In this
framework the analysis of the equivalent impedance of the
coupled inductor-vessel system becomes mandatory in order
to obtain an optimal design of supply systems[14].

Index Terms— Finite element method, magneto thermal devices,
a.c. resistance, metallic object.

I. INTRODUCTION
In common, induction heating is a contactless technique of
generating heat energy in a conductive material by producing
eddy current losses in the work piece from an external
variable high-frequency power source. Over the last ten years,
induction cooking is much used, because of its advantages [1]
compared to conventional heating system (resistance, gas,
etc...), in particular direct heating of pan without thermal
inertia. All induction heating (IH) applied systems are
developed using electromagnetic induction which was first
discovered by Michael Faraday in 1831[2]. Electromagnetic
induction refers to the phenomenon by which electric current
is generated in a closed circuit by the fluctuation of current in
another circuit placed next to it. The basic principle of
induction heating, which is an applied form of Faraday’s
discovery, is the fact that AC current flowing through a circuit
affects the magnetic movement of a secondary circuit located
near it[3]. The fluctuation of current inside the primary circuit
provided the answer as to how the mysterious current is
generated in the neighboring secondary circuit. Faraday’s
discovery led to the development of electric motors,
generators, transformers, and wireless communications
devices[4]. Its application, however, has not been flawless.
Heat loss, which occurs during the electromagnetic induction
process, was a major headache undermining the overall
functionality of a system. This heat loss, could be turned into
productive heat energy in an electric heating system. Many
industries have benefited from this new breakthrough by
implementing induction heating for furnacing, quenching, and
welding. In these applications, induction heating has made it
easier to set the heating parameters without the need of an
additional external power source. This substantially reduces
heat loss while maintaining a more convenient working
environment. Absence of any physical contact to heating
devices precludes unpleasant electrical accidents. High
energy density is achieved by generating sufficient heat
energy within a relatively short period of time.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND SENSITIVITY
CALCULATION

A. Review Stage
Submit your manuscript electronically for review. The subject
under consideration is a small induction heating cooker which
is a coupled problem with a quasi static magnetic field and a
steady-state heat conduction. The governing equations of this
coupled problem are as follows[5]:
(1)

(2)
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is the magnetic vector potential and
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is the source current density.
is the temperature and
,is the magnetic permeability, conductivity, and
thermal conductivity, respectively.
is the heat source, which can be calculated by the induced
eddy current. The finite element discretization is applied to
both electromagnetic and heat systems and produces the linear
system matrices. Note that the heat conduction system has the
mixed convection boundary condition[5, 15]:
(3)
Figure 1: Block Diagram of Proposed Induction
Cooker by Proteus 8 Professional Software

h: is the heat transfer coefficient
The design sensitivity of the induction heating device is
calculated using both electromagnetic and thermal system
equations [5, 16]:

The objective function F is defined as[5]

Where

is the desired temperature at

node and

is the actual temperature at that node.
Figure 2: Pic16F628A Hardware Circuit

III. INDUCTION COOKER: DESIGN AND WORKING
PRINCIPLE
The simulation is done by Proteus 8 Professional software as
shown in Figure (1) and the manufactured system as shown in
Figure (2, 3, and 4). The induction cooker is a modern electric
cooker that uses the electromagnetic induction principle to
heat vessels. The induction cooker coil consists 25 turn. This
work project includes the induction cooker. The process work
is divided into the following sections :
1- The input power 220 V AC is converted to DC voltage
value as shown in Figure (5).
2- The control circuit consists from microcontroller
(16f628A)[17] as shown in Figure (2) which is run by a
voltage 5V DC through 7805 and is used to generate a
signal of the pulse width modulation (PWM) for the
purpose of controlling to input voltages to the induction
cooker, the value of output voltage from microcontroller
5V DC but this voltage is not enough in this case needed
the driver circuit to amplify this voltage.
3- The Driver circuit consists of (IR2110) [18] as shown in
Figure (3) this circuit used to control and amplify the
input voltage in power transistor circuit from (5V to 30
V) this voltage enough to control of the IGBT circuit.
4- IGBT circuit[19] as shown in Figure (4) is high voltage
circuit used to control the input voltage for induction
cooker by pulse width modulation (PWM).

Figure 3: IR2110 driver Circuit

Figure 4: IGBT High Voltage Circuit
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IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The simulation is done by Proteus 8 Professional software.
Figure 5represents conversation of the 220 volts AC to DC
voltage, as the DC source circuit, because the circuit operates
primarily on DC by IGBT.

Figure 7-a: The Voltage Change on IGBT Terminals

Figure 5: The Conversation of the 220 Volts , AC to
the DC Voltage

Figure 7-b: The Voltage Change on IGBT Terminals
V. CONCLUSIONS
Nowadays Induction heating for cooking applications is
quickly gaining popularity. Induction cooking technology not
only offers the advantage of having a better efficiency
conversion compared to the standard solutions (Gas and
electric stoves), but also offers the advantages of rapid
heating, local spot heating, direct heating, high power density,
high reliability, low running cost and non-acoustic noise. In
this paper a practical design procedure for the small induction
heating cooker is proposed. Good simulation results can be
obtained for induction cooker by using the simple model
presented here. This model was designed to be a learning tool
to give those unfamiliar with induction cooker an opportunity
to experiment with such a circuit. The system proposed
consist of four circuits such as ( power supply , IGBT circuit
, control circuit and driver circuit), these circuits made on the
input voltage and rectified it to running the coil which
generating the magnetic field. This field induces an electric
current in the pot. Current flowing in the metal pot produces
resistive heating which heats the food. The control circuit by
using microcontroller (16F628A) which used to generate a
signal of the Plus Width Modulation (PWM) for the purpose
of controlling the input voltages of coil. The IGBT is the
circuit of high voltage which is used to control of input
voltage entering of coil and be controlled by PWM and input
voltages.

Figure 6-a: The Output Signals from Microcontroller
Figure 6(a &b) represents is the all signals signal 1 represents
the output signal from microcontroller and signal 2 is the
same as the signal 1 but amplified because the output signal
from microcontroller 5 volt and we need 15-30 volt to operate
the IGBT. Therefore we must use the driver AC circuit for
production. The signal 3 is the voltage on IGBT terminals.
The figures 7 (a&b) represents the voltage changing on IGBT
terminals by change the input signal use the pulse width
modulation (PWM).

Figure 6-b: The Voltage Change on IGBT Terminals
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